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Build cool Raspberry Pi projects with no experience required! 
Adventures in Raspberry Pi, 3rd Edition is the fun guide to learning programming. 
Starting from the very basics and building skill upon skill, you’ll learn developing 
fundamentals—even if you’ve never programmed before. Learning is exciting 
when you’re working your way through cool projects, but the concepts you learn 
and the skills you master will take you further than you ever thought possible. 
You’ll learn how your Raspberry Pi 3 works and what it can do as you create 
stories and games, program shapes, code music, and even build Minecraft worlds 
with projects designed specifically for kids 11 to 15. Author Carrie Anne Philbin is 
a former high school teacher, and she showcases her skills with clear, easy to 
follow instructions and explanations every step of the way. If you’re interested in 
programming but find other books hard to understand, this book is your ideal 
starting point for mastering the Raspberry Pi. Inexpensive, non-intimidating, yet 
surprisingly versatile, the Raspberry Pi 3 is an ideal way to learn programming. 
Updated to align with the newest board, this book will teach you fundamental 
programming skills while having a ton of fun!  

About the Author

Carrie Anne Philbin (London, UK) is a former High School ICT Teacher who works 
for the Raspberry Pi Foundation as an advocate for IT in Education. She is the 
founder and presenter of Gurl Geek Diaries, and acts as an advisor to the British 
Government on the new Computing School Curriculum.
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The ultimate designer’s guide to color, updated and expanded for modern 
applications.
Understanding Color is an authoritative introduction to color theory, created 
specifically for those who use color in design applications. With examples drawn 
from design disciplines rather than fine art, this book provides direct correlation 
between color theory and its real-world applications. This new Fifth Edition has 
been updated with a new chapter on cultural responses to color, and includes 
expanded discussion on color harmony, vocabulary, digital color, and the 
problems that arise when translating color between mediums. Using non-
technical language to describe everything from additive and subtractive mixing to 
the physics of light, this book provides designers with a straightforward resource 
for working effectively with color in print, on screen, and in three-dimensional 
applications. The colors we see are but a trick of the light, but they affect our 
moods, our preconceptions, our purchasing decisions, and much more. To the 
designer, color is one of the most powerful tools in the arsenal. This book helps 
you understand color, and shows you how to use it effectively in design.  

About the Author

Linda Holtzschue is Principal of Linda Holtzschue and Associates, an interior 
design firm based in New York City. She has taught color theory and related 
courses at the Fashion Institute of Technology and at Parsons School of Design, 
where she was Assistant Dean for the AAS degree program. Her work has 
appeared in the New York Times Magazine and in Better Homes and Gardens. 
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Achieve streamlined, rapid production with enterprise-level DevOps. 
The DevOps Adoption Playbook provides practical, actionable, real-world guidance 
on implementing DevOps at enterprise scale. Author Sanjeev Sharma heads the 
DevOps practice for IBM; in this book, he provides unique guidance and insight 
on implementing DevOps at large organizations. Most DevOps literature is aimed 
at startups, but enterprises have unique needs, capabilities, limitations, and 
challenges; “DevOps for startups” doesn’t work at this scale, but the DevOps 
paradigm can revolutionize enterprise IT. Deliver high-value applications and 
systems with velocity and agility by adopting the necessary practices, automation 
tools, and organizational and cultural changes that lead to innovation through 
rapid experimentation. Speed is an advantage in the face of competition, but it 
must never come at the expense of quality; DevOps allows your organization to 
keep both by intersecting development, quality assurance, and operations. 
Enterprise-level DevOps comes with its own set of challenges, but this book 
shows you just how easily they are overcome. With a slight shift in perspective, 
your organization can stay ahead of the competition while keeping costs, risks, 
and quality under control.

About the Author

Sanjeev Sharma (Herndon, VA, USA) is an IBM Distinguished Engineer, and the 
CTO for DevOps Technical Sales and Adoption at IBM, leading the DevOps practice 
across IBM. Sanjeev is responsible for leading the worldwide technical sales 
community for DevOps offerings across IBM’s portfolio of tools and services, 
working with IBM’s customers to develop DevOps solution architectures for 
these offerings, and for driving DevOps adoption. He has spoken at more than 50 
conferences in the last 10 years.
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Integrate critical roles to improve overall performance in complex 
engineering projects. 
Integrating Program Management and Systems Engineering shows how organizations 
can become more effective, more efficient, and more responsive, and enjoy 
better performance outcomes. The discussion begins with an overview of key 
concepts, and details the challenges faced by System Engineering and Program 
Management practitioners every day. The practical framework that follows 
describes how the roles can be integrated successfully to streamline project 
workflow, with a catalog of tools for assessing and deploying best practices. Case 
studies detail how real-world companies have successfully implemented the 
framework to improve cost, schedule, and technical performance, and coverage 
of risk management throughout helps you ensure the success of your 
organization’s own integration strategy. Available course outlines and PowerPoint 
slides bring this book directly into the academic or corporate classroom, and the 
discussion’s practical emphasis provides a direct path to implementation. The 
integration of management and technical work paves the way for smoother 
projects and more positive outcomes. This book describes the integrated goal, 
and provides a clear framework for successful transition.

About the Author

Todd Lammle is the authority on Cisco networking. He has been involved in 
computers and networking with Fortune 500 companies for almost 30 years. Todd 
is the best-selling author of numerous Cisco-related titles, including the popular 
CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide and CCNA Routing and Switching 
Study Guide. Todd has over 900,000 copies in print. 
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Stay ahead of the web evolution with elegant combination front-end development. 
Front-end Development with ASP.NET Core, AngularJS, and Bootstrap is the 
professional’s guide to fast, responsive web development. Utilizing the most 
popular combination of web technologies for Microsoft developers, this guide 
provides the latest best practices and ASP.nET MVP guidance to get you up to 
speed quickly. The newest ASP.nET MVC is leaner, easier to use, and less bound 
to the operating system and IDE.colle, giving you the perfect opportunity to 
leverage third-party frameworks and libraries that provide functionalities not 
native to ASP.nET MVC and Visual Studio. This book shows you how to integrate 
ASP.nET MVC with Angular JS, Bootstrap, and similar frameworks, with a bit of 
JQuery Mobile, nuget, continuous deployment, Bower dependencies, and Gulp/
Grunt build systems, including development beyond Windows on Mac and Linux. 
With clear, concise instruction and expert insight, this guide is an invaluable 
resource for meeting the demands of modern web development.

About the Author

Simone Chiaretta is a web architect and developer who enjoys sharing his 
development experiences and more than 15 years’ worth of knowledge on web 
development with ASP.nET and other web technologies. He has been a Microsoft 
MVP on ASP.NET for seven years, written books and online materials, and also 
co-founded the Italian ALT.nET usergroup ugialt.nET and is the co-organizer of 
many conferences in Milan, including the widely appreciated Web.nET European 
Conference in 2012.
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